NOTIFICATION

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause (xi-A) of sub-section (2) of section 201, read with section 90-A and 102 of the Rajasthan Land Revenue Act 1956 (Rajasthan Act 15 of 1956), the State Government hereby makes the following rules further to amend the Rajasthan Land Revenue (Allotment and Regularisation of Agricultural Land for Construction of Cinemas and for Establishment of Petrol Pumps or Medical Facilities) Rules, 1978, namely:–

1. Short title and commencement. – (1) These rules may be called the Rajasthan Land Revenue (Allotment and Regularisation of Agricultural Land for Construction of Cinemas and for Establishment of Petrol Pumps or Medical Facilities) (Amendment) Rules, 2006.
(2). They shall come into force from the date of their publication in the official gazette.

2. Amendment:– In the Rajasthan Land Revenue (Allotment and Regularisation of Agricultural Land for Construction of Cinemas and Establishment of Petrol Pumps or Medical Facilities) Rules, 1978, hereinafter referred to as the said rules, after the existing expression "or Medical facilities" wherever occurring, the expression "or Explosive Magazine" shall be inserted.

3. Amendment of rule 2. In rule 2 of the said rules;
(i) after clause (b) and before clause (c), following new clauses shall be inserted: namely:–
"(bb) 'Chief Controller' means the Chief Controller of explosive appointed under the Explosive Rules, 1983 made under the Explosive Act, 1884 (Central No. 4 of 1884)
(hh) 'Explosive' means as explosive included in the list of Authorised explosive published by the Central Government from time to time in the official gazette.
(ii) after clause (ee) and before clause (f), following new clause (eee) shall be inserted; namely:–
"(cco) 'Magazine' means a building specially constructed in accordance with a design approved by the Chief Controller and intended for storage of more than 5 K.G. of explosive".

4. Amendment of rule 9 – In sub-clause (b) of clause (b) of rule 9 of the said rules, after the existing expression "Land for Petrol Pump" and before the existing expression "shall be as under", the expression "and Explosive Magazine" shall be inserted.

By Order of the Government

Dy. Secretary to the Government